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Alternative rock with a sweeping range of emotions and catchy, dark melodies. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK:

Modern Rock, ROCK: Grunge Details: **Please note quality of music on CDBaby music player is not the

CD quality.** Atomic Violet is: Joe: Guitar, Vocals Matt: Lead Guitar Rae: Bass, Backup Vocals Sharon:

Drums An alternative rock band based out of the New York City area, Atomic Violet formed in early 2004.

Principal songwriter and frontman Joe, along with cousin Matt, took up guitar in high school. Jamming in

Joe's parents' house in the early nineties, they cultivated a sound rich in melody and emotion. After years

of playing solo, Joe first asked Matt's sister Rae to start Atomic Violet. Over a bottle of red wine in Venice,

Italy, they agreed there was no plan B. Rock music was their passion and their future. Rae, who has six

years of guitar training, now lays down the deep, infectious bass hooks. Matt was invited into the mix and

quickly accepted. Joe met Sharon Pimentel in 2001 and the two quickly became friends. When it came

time to find someone who could hold down the percussion, Sharon was without a doubt Joe's first choice.

Matt and Rae agreed she was the only one to pound out Atomic Violet's intense rhythms. It has been a

crazy ride for Atomic Violet and it is just the beginning. Influences include: Benzodiazopenes, SSRIs,

Crystal Light, Berlin, exclusivity, anonymity, real estate, paleness, Jersey City, Portishead, Irish Accents,

Russian Mobsters, New York, depression, cold winters, Martha Stewart, Radiohead, Smashing

Pumpkins, PJ Harvey, Vodka, Tori Amos, Portishead, Nine Inch Nails, The Cure, Rage Against the

Machine, the stolen water of Los Angeles, love, hate, defiance, anger, desire, and sweet potatoes and

chocolate cake
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